The Invicta Reserve Collection
The exceptional taste and distinguished palette of the connoisseur will discover timeless
pleasure within the Invicta Reserve collection. Specially developed for those in the know,
Reserve is a reinvention of the superb to create the ultimate in horological finery. These
timepieces represent a pinnacle in superiority for the discerning aficionado.

F O R I M M E D I AT E R E L E A S E

Invicta has taken its place among the few companies in the world that manufacture COSC certified timepieces.
We are proud to announce that COSC recently released its certification data and reported that Invicta ranks
among the top brands in the world with this high-grade certification.
The COSC, or Contrôle Officiel Suisse des Chronomètres, is a non-profit institute responsible for certifying the
accuracy of timepieces. Only movements that meet their high standards in precision testing and criteria are
given official certification by the COSC.
A serial number and certification number engraved on the movement of the timepiece identifies the COSC
certification.
The Invicta collections that currently include models with the renowned COSC certification include: Subaqua,
Jason Taylor for Invicta, Bolt, and Pro Diver.
The Invicta Subaqua NOMA V Reserve, international Red Dot winner in Product Design, the Invicta Bolt Zeus
Reserve and the Jason Taylor Subaqua Specialty Reserve have all received the renowned COSC.
In this circumstance, the Thermo Compensated Movement is being utilized in these watches. The thermo
compensated movement is made by ETA 251.233 and is comprised of 27 jewels. This fact differs from most
quartz movements which generally do not have any jewels in the movement. The ETA 251.233 in entirely Swiss
Made. These are the most accurate certified quartz caliber movements currently available; the movement
maintains a -15 seconds per year.
Due to their exceptional accuracy, thermo compensated quartz watches take accuracy in performance to
another level in timekeeping.
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